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GEARBOSS® HIGH-
DENSITY STORAGE

SPORTCART® GEARBOSS II® HIGH-
DENSITY STORAGE

ADJUSTABLE 
SHELVING

CUSTOMIZABLE 
WOOD LOCKERS

AIRPRO® LOCKERS TRANSPORT® CART MOBILE KIOSK



“Previously we had two storage rooms side by side, separated by a support wall. With the GearBoss 
system, we now need just one-third of the storage space for the same amount of equipment. With the 
space we saved, we converted one room into a coach’s work room, something we never had before.”

- Dan Johnson, CMAA, Athletic Director, Hopkins High School, Minnetonka, MN

GearBoss® by Wenger
is a complete, state-of-the-art
line of equipment designed to
help your athletic program.
From storage, to lockers, to
equipment transport and fund-
raising solutions, GearBoss
products save you time, space
and effort. They’re flexible and
customizable so your system
can change as your needs
change. And all GearBoss
equipment is built strong to
manage all your gear for years
to come. GearBoss has a solu-
tion for just about any budget
and you can add carts and
shelves as your needs grow. 



SPACE

The average athletic program manages an immense amount of gear. Managing it 

all can be a daunting task – especially if your storage space is limited. GearBoss Is The

Answer. GearBoss delivers a unique solution that increases the storage capacity 

of your rooms by as much as 50 - 75%, while greatly improving organization and

access. GearBoss carts also give you the ability to roll the entire team's equipment

closer to the point of use. You can even secure the cart under stairs, in the hall or

right in the gym, creating temporary storage space where you never had it before.

It is critical to think in terms of cubic volume and to pack cubic volume as densely

as possible. With traditional methods this usually translates into boxes on top of

boxes, piles in front of piles and a complete lack of visual inventory and access. 

No other solution allows you to achieve such dense cubic volume while greatly 

improving access and organization.

SPACE SAVING 
STARTS WITH GEARBOSS

• Win back 50%+ capacity in your storage areas

• Achieve cubic density

• Improve ease and speed of access to equipment

• Create secure transitional/temporary storage around your facility

• Get storage closer to points of use

• GearBoss locker designs have integrated seats – eliminating fixed
benches that waste floor space 
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“The mobility of the Team Carts also saves time. They easily roll wherever we need them, so we don’t 
need to load equipment off and on a cart for transportation. Everything’s there – we just take off 
what we need.”

- Joe Delaney, Head Football Coach/ Equipment Manager,  Grand Blanc High School, Grand Blanc, MI
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MOBILITY

People and equipment in any athletic program are constantly on the move. 

From the gym, on the bus to away games, to the field-house and the locker room.

Your equipment storage can and should be mobile as well. GearBoss by Wenger

allows you to get the equipment close to where you need it. Team Carts™ can 

disengage from the track in your storage room and roll wherever you need them.

Whether it’s down the hall, or into a trailer or box truck, you can move the 

equipment you need, where you need it, in one easy trip – without breaking a

sweat, or your back.

Mobility in your equipment storage is key to being efficient and organized. Getting

specific equipment closest to the venue it is used in creates fewer steps and

touches. From locker room to game-site, gym floor to soccer field, GearBoss by

Wenger makes storage as mobile as your program has to be.

EASY MOBILITY 
STARTS WITH GEARBOSS

• Get all the equipment you need, right where you need it

• The flexibility to not only roll side-to-side in the storage room, but to
roll off the track into the hallway, the gym, the field house, etc.

• Move your equipment to a temporary space

• Your time is valuable – don’t waste it by having to make multiple
trips back and forth to the storage room D
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“In the past, we’d have equipment for one sport split between a locked cabinet, a rolling bin, and a 
hanging rod. Now, instead of going ‘here, here and here’ to round up equipment, we’re only going 
‘there’ to the GearBoss cart.”

- Jaime Sherwood, Director of Athletics and Activities, Wayzata High School, Plymouth, MN
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ORGANIZATION

The average school or professional team has thousands of pieces of athletic 

equipment to organize, store, transport and keep in working order. Time and

budget constraints demand that you know what you have, where it is and that you

maintain this equipment effectively. GearBoss by Wenger forces organization and

allows you a quick visual inventory of all your equipment for every sport. A place

for everything and everything in its place.

Organizing your key pieces of equipment will keep you on a strict maintenance

schedule. GearBoss will allow you to know what you have, what needs work and

help you keep critical records of reconditioning and inspection. A system that

shows attention to organization and equipment care is one big step in heading off

liability issues.

ROOM ORGANIZATION 
STARTS WITH GEARBOSS

• Divide and organize your storage room by team, giving individual
coaches better control and security of each sport’s equipment

• Understanding what you have, will save you money – no re-ordering
mouthguards and jerseys because you can’t locate the ones you 
ordered last season 

• Manage your inventory – don’t let it manage you

BEFORE

AFTER
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“I like the flexibility of the carts, and the ability to configure the shelves, hangers and garment bars to 
best suit our needs.”

- Justin Bogunia, Athletic Director, John Glenn High School Walkerton, Indiana
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FLEXIBILITY

Traditional wire cages and stationary shelves don’t provide the flexibility that 

athletic programs need to function efficiently. Too often these spaces become such

a jumble of boxes and bins that cage doors get blocked and no one can see what

the program has or needs. GearBoss by Wenger is designed to adjust as your 

programs change and is flexible enough for any coach or equipment manager to

reconfigure to his/her own organizational style.

Each coach has a different organizational style. Each season has different 

equipment requirements and every space is different. You need a storage system

that is flexible enough to address all of these issues. GearBoss by Wenger brings

you the flexibility you desire while still maintaining the organization and inventory

management needed to run your program efficiently.

EQUIPMENT ROOM FLEXIBILITY
STARTS WITH GEARBOSS

• The GearBoss system is flexible enough to fit any space, to be used
by any staff member, and to fit many types of gear

• GearBoss is so flexible you can move the entire system to a new or
renovated facility

• GearBoss allows you to maintain high density storage, even when
equipment changes from season to season

• Shelves and garment bars are adjustable

• Cubbies and accessories provide further flexibility

GearBoss II™

for budget flexibility.
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“I like the GearBoss system. We need spaces that are clean and are easy to keep clean. Spaces that 
promote organization and airflow are the first step to winning the sanitation war. The odor isn’t gone, 
but I am very surprised at how much of a difference this system makes.”

- Terry (T.C.) Carlyle, Athletic Trainer, Owatonna School District, Owatonna, MN
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SANITATION

MRSA virus, mold, mildew, bacteria and staph issues can be a burden on your 

athletes and your program. Many options claim to solve the problems, however,

they only mask the symptoms. GearBoss storage balances cubic density with 

optimum air flow, and by design starts the fundamental first step to a solution 

– an organized, clean and cleanable room.

Face it, if your living room smelled like your locker room, you would find a solution

- odor is a sign of a problem. Let us assist you today in creating the right athletic

space for your needs and eliminate costly sanitation issues.

EQUIPMENT SANITATION 
STARTS WITH GEARBOSS

• Achieve high density storage without losing critical air flow

• Carts, shelves and lockers are designed to get equipment and 
uniforms off the floor making cleaning underneath easier

• Carts and shelves assist you in organizing critical pieces of 
equipment like helmets, jerseys and warm-ups into a specified 
cleaning rotation

• Lockers are treated with an antimicrobial finish 

• Security doors and closures are designed to create gaps that allow
airflow, while ensuring your equipment is safe and secure
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“In the past we had a number of uniforms, jerseys and bags disappear. Now our storage rooms can be 
open 24/7 and I’m not worried because everything is locked securely in a GearBoss cart. The GearBoss 
system is a good investment – coaches like not having to worry about equipment disappearing.”

- Derek Fahleson, Asst. Principal/Athletic Director, Estrella Foothills High School, Goodyear, AZ
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SECURITY

The average suburban school has well over $1.5 million in athletics equipment.

Keeping an eye on your investment is increasingly important. You’re probably well

aware of the cost to replace each helmet, jersey and warmup you own. That’s why

GearBoss by Wenger provides increased levels of security over traditional shelves

and cages. Each cart can be securely locked to keep your gear where you leave it.

You wouldn’t leave your stadium doors, practice field or gym unlocked. Your 

program has a significant investment in equipment. Make sure that you keep it as

safe as you can. With GearBoss by Wenger, you always know what’s in and what’s

out and when its not in use you can lock it up. Equipment that is organized and 

secure is more difficult to pilfer.

SECURE STORAGE 
STARTS WITH GEARBOSS

• Lockable doors and sliding side panels on all carts secure 
everything inside

• Individual team carts can be secure even if the storage room is left
unlocked and access to the room is unsupervised

• Secure those logo items that seem to walk off on their own

• Knowing what you have, at-a-glance, will increase the chances you
notice something is missing

• Secure team room lockers ensure that individual athlete’s personal
items are safe from theft

DIECUT AREA



“We bring every single recruit through our equipment room. In most schools it’s nothing fancy, just a 
hidden warehouse that no one ever sees. We don’t have that mentality – our equipment room is just as 
important for its “wow” factor as every other room in the facility. Our administration feels that way and 
so do our coaches.”

- Don Barnes, Director of Equipment Operations, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO

DIECUT AREA



Excellence, dedication, personal best and pride in the program are all key 

messages that programs strive to demonstrate. We often hold our student athletes 

to a higher standard, yet too often athletic facilities don’t convey these same 

messages. GearBoss by Wenger allows you to provide an immediate visual message

of pride in your program, through increased organization, team colors and logos.

GearBoss by Wenger will put the pride back in your team and equipment room. 

The organization and cleanliness of your GearBoss equipment covered with your

team colors and logos will make a positive impact on everyone who comes in 

contact with your athletic program.

PROGRAM PRIDE 
STARTS WITH GEARBOSS

• Your team and equipment room will portray excellence and pride
through cleanliness and organization

• Add your team logos and colors

• From storage closet to front office, make every part of your facility
reflect the pride of your program

• A well-organized athletic facility may help improve athlete 
recruitment and alumnae donations 

PRIDE



800-4WENGER (493-6437) • wengercorp.com/gearboss
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RESPECTING THE ENVIRONMENT
As a member of the U.S. Green Building Council, Wenger has committed itself to

think and act “Green”. This includes conserving energy wherever feasible, recycling, 

reducing waste, reducing harmful emissions, and using environmentally friendly

raw materials, finishes and processes. It’s part of our respect for how our 

products work and how their creation affects everyone – our customers, our 

community, our country and our employees. Wenger is continuing our efforts

to help you achieve your environmental goals by offering more products made

of recycled and recyclable materials and have recently achieved GreenGard 

certification on our Storage products. We also have resources available to assist

you in achieving LEED certification.

Wenger is a member of the USGBC
The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) is a
501(c)(3) non profit composed of leaders from
every sector of the building industry working to
promote buildings and communities that are 
environmentally responsible, profitable and
healthy places to live and work. www.usgbc.org

Wenger is certified by GREENGUARD®

for our GearBoss storage carts and AirPro™
metal lockers. GREENGUARD is a product 
certification program for low-emitting interior
building materials, furnishings, and finish systems
used in educational, office and other sensitive
environments. www.greenguard.org


